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Abstract. Pure names are identifiers with no relation between them, except equality and inequality.
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gives a good over approximation of the set of reachable markings. We prove that the least complete
domain containing the set of markings is effectively representable. Moreover, we prove that in the
completion we can compute least upper bounds of simple loops. Therefore, a forward Karp-Miller
procedure that computes the cover is applicable. However, we prove that in general the cover is
not computable, so that the procedure is non-terminating ingeneral. As a corollary, we obtain the
analogous result for Transfer Data nets and Data Nets. Finally, we show that a slight modification of
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1. Introduction

Pure names have been extensively studied in the fields of security and mobility, because they can be used
to represent different entities widely used in them. For instance, names can represent communicating
channels inπ-calculus terms, computing boundaries in the Ambient Calculus or ciphering keys in the
spi Calculus [14]. In previous works we have extended P/T nets with a primitive to create fresh names,
definingν-PNs.1 Names are represented as tokens, that are no longer indistinguishable. These tokens
can move along the places of the net and be used to restrict thefiring of some transitions, imposing for
instance that two certain names at the preconditions match.

In [19] we proved thatν-PNs are Well Structured Transition Systems (WSTS). For WSTS it is pos-
sible to perform a backward analysis that computes the set↑Pre∗(↑M) [1, 9], the set of predecessors of
an upward-closed set↑M . An effective representation of that set allows us to decidethe coverability
problem, by checking whether the initial markingM0 ∈ ↑Pre∗(↑M). However, the construction of such
sets is extremely expensive, with a non primitive recursivecomplexity [24].

Very recently, Finkel and Goubault-Larrecq have laid the foundation of a theory supporting forward
analysis of WSTS [11, 12], computing↓Post∗(↓M0), the so calledcoverof the transition system. The
cover provides a good over approximation of the set of reachable states, and its construction is generally
more efficient in practice than that of↑ Pre∗(↑M). However, it is not always possible to obtain an
effective representation of the cover [3]. The paper [11] establishes a theory for the completion ofwell
quasi orders(wqos), so that we can always represent downward-closed sets by means of their least upper
bounds. There it is proved that the least completion ofX (that contains an adequate domain of limits, in
the sense of [13]) is the so called ideal completion ofX, or equivalently, the sobrification ofX [15].

We will see here that the ideal completion of the set of markings can be effectively represented by
mapping markings to the domainMS(MS(P )) of finite multisets of finite multisets of places. For that
purpose we introduce the domain ofω-markings (analogous to the classical notion ofω-markings for P/T
nets). In anω-marking, not only some identifiers may appear an unbounded number of times in some
places, as happens in classicalω-markings, but also an unbounded number of different identifiers may
occur in a marking.

Assuming a complete domain (thus containing an adequate domain of limits), a generic Karp-Miller
procedure to compute the cover is presented in [12]. This procedure is correct provided the WSTS is
∞-effective, which intuitively means that we can acceleratesimple loops (flat loops, in the sense of [4]).
We will see thatν-PNs are∞-effective when we restrict the non-determinism arising inloops, so that
we can apply to them the generic Karp-Miller procedure. Unfortunately, the procedure is not guaranteed
to terminate forν-PN. We will see that this is unavoidable, since we can reducea problem related to
boundedness which we call depth-boundedness, which is undecidable [23], to the computation of the
cover.

Data nets [17] are Petri nets in which tokens are taken from a linearly ordered and dense domain,
and capable of performing whole place operations, such as transfers or resets. Transfer Data Nets is
the subclass of Data nets in which no resets are allowed, and Petri Data Nets is the subclass of Data
Nets (and of Transfer Data Nets) in which no whole-place operation is allowed. Petri Data nets subsume
ν-PNs [17], so that as a corollary, there cannot be an algorithm computing (a finite basis of) the cover of
a Petri Data net, and therefore neither for a Transfer Data net, thus answering negatively to a question

1Actually, we used the termν-APN, where the A stands forAbstract, though we prefer to use this simpler acronym.
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posed in [12].
But even if there is no algorithm for the computation of the cover, we can use a slight modification

of the forward Karp-Miller procedure to decide width-boundedness ofν-PNs [20, 5]. A net is width-
bounded if only a bounded number of different names appear ineach reachable marking. The paper [5]
also establishes the decidability of width-boundedness (called m-boundedness there), but we claim that
the algorithm presented there does not properly work in all the cases. This is because the algorithm stops
whenever unboundedness is detected. However, width-unbounded nets may be bounded or not, so that we
need to further explore the reachability graph to decide width-boundedness. For that purpose, we need
ways to finitely represent downward-closed sets of reachable markings, ourω-markings. We already
knew [20] that width-boundedness is decidable, but we obtain the result here as a simple application of
our forward analysis.

Finally, we identify some subclasses for which the procedure does terminate. Width-bounded nets
is one of such subclasses. We also prove that we can compute the cover of depth-bounded nets, though
depth-boundedness is undecidable. Last, we consider a weaker form of boundedness, that we call dw-
boundedness. A net is dw-bounded whenever only a bounded number of names are allowed to appear
an unbounded number of times in each reachable marking. Again, we will see that we can compute the
cover of a dw-bounded net, though, as we will see, dw-boundedness is undecidable.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces our notations and some basic
concepts. In Section 3 we presentν-PNs. In Section 4 we show howν-PNs fit in the general framework
for forward analysis of WSTS in [11, 12]. Section 5 proves theviability of a forward Karp-Miller
procedure forν-PNs, and the non-computability of the cover. Section 6 considers several subclasses of
ν-PN: it proves decidability of width-boundedness, undecidability of dw-boundedness and computability
of the cover for all the subclasses. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and some directions for
further work.

2. Preliminaries

Well quasi orders, directed complete partial orders

A quasi order≤ is a reflexive and transitive binary relation on a setX. A partial order is an antisymmetric
quasi order. A poset is a set endowed with a partial order. We write a < b if a ≤ b andb 6≤ a. A sequence
(ai)i∈N is increasing ifai ≤ ai+1 for eachi ∈ N, and strictly increasing ifai < ai+1 for eachi ∈ N. A
quasi order is simply said well (wqo) [10], if for every infinite sequencea0, a1, ... there arei andj with
i < j such thatai ≤ aj. Equivalently, an order is a wqo if every sequence has an increasing subsequence.

The downward closure↓E of E ⊆ X is {y ∈ X | y ≤ x for somex ∈ E}. A set is downward
closed iff ↓E = E. A basis of a downward closed setE is a setA such that↓A = E. An element
x ∈ X is an upper bound ofE if y ≤ x for all y ∈ E. We writelub(E) to denote the least upper bound
of E, when it exists. An elementx ∈ E is maximal ifx = y wheneverx ≤ y ∈ E; MaxE is the set of
maximal elements ofE. A subsetD of X is said to be directed iflub({x, y}) exists for allx, y ∈ D. A
poset isdirected complete(dcpo) if every directed subset has a least upper bound. For an arbitrary subset
E, Lub(E) = {lub(D) | D directed,D ⊆ E}. The setLub(E) can be thought of asE together with all
its limits. For a dcpoX, we writex ≪ y whenevery ≤ lub(D) impliesx ≤ z for somez ∈ D, for all
directed subsetD. X is continuous if for allx ∈ X, x = lub{y ∈ X | y ≪ x}.
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Well Structured Transition Systems

A labelled transition system is a tupleN = (X,→,Act) with a setX of states,Act a set of actions
and a transition relation→=

⋃

a∈Act

a
→, with

a
→ ⊆ X × X. We denote by

a
→∗ (resp.→∗) the reflexive

and transitive closure of
a
→ (resp. →). Posta,N (M) (or just Posta(M)) is the set{M ′ | M

a
→M ′}

of immediatea-successors ofM . Post∗(M) = {M ′ | M →∗ M ′} is the set of states reachable
from M . BothPosta andPost∗ are extended pointwise to sets of states. A Well Structured Transition
System (WSTS) is a tupleN = (X,→,Act ,≤), where(X,→,Act) is a labelled transition system,
and (X,≤) is a wqo, satisfying the following monotonicity condition2: M1 ≥ M2

a
→M ′

2 implies the
existence ofM ′

1 such thatM1
a
→M ′

1 ≥ M ′
2. Given a stateM , the cover of M is the set↓Post∗(M)

(or equivalently,↓Post∗(↓M) because of monotonicity), and we will denote it byCoverN (M) (or
just Cover(M) if there is no confusion). Given an initial stateM0, the cover ofN is the cover of
M0. N is said to beeffectiveif Posta(M) is finite and computable for allM , and≤ is decidable.
A WSTS (X,→,Act ,≤) is complete whenever(X,≤) is a continuous dcpo and for everya ∈ Act ,
Posta(Lub(E)) = Lub(Posta(E)) for every setE.

An ideal is a downward closed directed subset. The ideal completion X of a wqoX is the set of
ideals ofX, ordered by inclusion. Given a WSTSN = (X,→,Act ,≤), the ideal completion ofN is
the transition systemN = (X, 7→,Act), whereF

a
7→ F ′ =↓{s′ | s

a
→s′, s ∈ F}. (X,⊆) is a continuous

dcpo. However,N is not a WSTS in general. The Rado’s structure is the setR = {(a, b) ∈ N × N |
a < b} with the wqo≤r given by(a1, b1) ≤r (a2, b2)⇔ a1 = a2 andb1 ≤ b2, or a1 < a2. A wqo is an
ω2-wqo if it does not contain an isomorphic copy of the Rado’s structure, and anω2-WSTS is a WSTS
with an underlyingω2-wqo [16]. Then,N is a WSTS iffN is aω2-WSTS [12]. There is a finer notion
called better quasi order(bqo), whose definition is quite intricate. For a detailed definition see [18]. Bqos
are closed under the multiset construction and they areω2-wqos [16].

Multisets

Given an arbitrary setA, we will denote byMS(A) the set of finite multisets ofA, that is, the mappings
m : A → N with finite support, meaning thatS(m) = {a ∈ A | m(a) > 0} is finite. When needed,
we identify each set with the multiset defined by its characteristic function, and use set notation for
multisets when convenient. We denote by|m| =

∑

a∈S(m)

m(a) the cardinality ofm. Given two multisets

m1,m2 ∈ MS(A) we denote bym1 + m2 the multiset defined by(m1 + m2)(a) = m1(a) + m2(a).
We will write m1 ⊆ m2 if m1(a) ≤ m2(a) for everya ∈ A. Then, we can definem2 − m1, taking
(m2 −m1)(a) = m2(a) −m1(a). We will denote by∅ ∈ MS(A) the empty multiset. Iff : A → B
andm ∈MS(A), we definef(m) ∈MS(B) by f(m)(b) =

∑

f(a)=bm(a).
Every partial order≤ defined overA induces a partial order⊑ in the setMS(A) of multisets ofA,

given by{a1, ..., an} ⊑ {b1, ..., bm} if there is an injective functionι : {1, ..., n} → {1, ...,m} such that
ai ≤ bι(i) for all i. If we do not demandι to be injective we obtain the powerdomain order≤∀

∃. We write
⊑ι and≤∀

ι to stress the use of the mappingι. It is well known [18] that the multiset order induced by a
wqo is also a wqo.

2Different monotonicy notions are considered in [10].
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3. ν-Petri Nets

In this section we presentν-PNs; the reader is referred3 to [21] for more details. Inν-PNs names can be
created, communicated and matched. We can use this mechanism to deal with authentication issues [19],
correlation or instance isolation [6]. We formalize name management by replacing ordinary tokens by
distinguishable tokens. We fix a setId of names, that can be carried by tokens of anyν-PN. In order to
handle these colors, we need matching variables labelling the arcs of the nets, taken from a fixed setVar .
Moreover, we add a primitive capable of creating new names, formalized by means of special variables
in a setΥ ⊂ Var , ranged byν, ν1, ..., that can only be instantiated to fresh names.

As an example, the net in the top of Fig. 1 is a simpleν-PN with a single transition. When fired,
it moves one token fromp1 to q1 (because of variablex labelling both arcs), removes a token fromp2

(variabley does not appear in any outgoing arc) and a new name is created in q2 (because of variableν).
Instead, the net in the bottom of Fig. 1 uses the same variablex to label the two arcs incoming its only
transition. In that case, the transition must take two tokens carrying the same name fromp1 andp2, so
that the transition is not enabled.

Definition 3.1. A ν-PN is a tupleN = (P, T, F ), whereP andT are finite disjoint sets, and

F : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P )→MS(Var )

is such that for everyt ∈ T , Υ∩pre(t) = ∅ andpost(t)\Υ ⊆ pre(t), wherepre(t) =
⋃

p∈P S(F (p, t))
andpost(t) =

⋃

p∈P S(F (t, p)).

The set of pairs(x, y) such thatF (x, y) 6= ∅ defines the set of arcs ofN . We also takeVar(t) =
pre(t)∪post (t), fVar(t) = Var(t)∩Υ andnfVar(t) = Var (t)\ fVar (t). To avoid tedious definitions,
along the paper we will consider a fixedν-PNN = (P, T, F ).

Definition 3.2. A markingof N is a functionM : P →MS(Id). We denote byId(M) the set of names
in M , that is,Id(M) =

⋃

p∈P S(M(p)).

Like for other classes of higher-order nets, transitions are fired with respect to a mode, that chooses
which tokens are taken from the preconditions and which are put in the postconditions. Given a transition
t of N , a mode fort is an injectionσ : Var(t)→ Id that instantiates each variable to a different identifier.
Thus, by using the same variable we force the equality of names taken from preconditions, and because
modes are injections, we also check the inequality of names by using different variables. We will use
σ, σ′, σ1... to range over modes.

Definition 3.3. Let M be a marking,t a transition andσ a mode fort. We sayt is enabled with modeσ
if for all p ∈ P , σ(F (p, t)) ⊆M(p) andσ(ν) /∈ Id(M) for all ν ∈ fVar(t). Themarking reached after
the firing oft with modeσ is M ′, given byM ′(p) = (M(p)− σ(F (p, t))) + σ(F (t, p)) for all p ∈ P .

In the definition of firing we demand thatσ(ν) /∈ Id(M), for every special variableν, that is, that
every suchν is instantiated to a different fresh name, not in the currentmarking. Moreover (and unlike
in [21]) we demand modes to be injective, which amounts to being able to check for inequality of names

3We present here a more general version, that allows weights in arcs and check for inequality. The results in [19, 21, 20] can be
easily transferred to this extended version.
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a a

a

b b

p1 q1

p2 q2

x x

y ν
→

a a

a

b c

(c fresh)

p1 q1

p2 q2

x x

y ν

a a

a

b b

p1 q1

p2 q2

x x

x ν

6→

Figure 1. Two simpleν-PN

(not only for equality, by using the same variable in different arcs). We will writeM
t
→M ′, M

t(σ)
→M ′,

M → M ′ andM
τ
→M ′ with τ = t1(σ1) · · · tn(σn), saying thatτ is a transition sequence, with their

obvious meanings.
Let us now define the natural order between markings, that induces the coverability problem inν-PN.

We defineM1 ⊑α M2 if there is an injectionι : Id(M1) → Id(M2) such thatι(M1(p)) ⊆ M2(p), for
all p ∈ P . We take≡α as⊑α ∩ α⊒ and identify markings up to≡α, that allows renaming of names.
The relation⊑α is a wqo [19]. We will sometimes writeM1 ⊑ι M2 to emphasize the use ofι.

4. Forward analysis for ν-PNs

The state space of a P/T net is the setN
k. However, that set is not complete. For instance, the increas-

ing chain(n)∞n=1 does not have a least upper bound inN. For that purpose, the classical Karp-Miller
construction for P/T nets works instead with the domain(N ∪ {ω})k, which is the completion ofNk. In
particular, the least upper bound of the previous chain is justω. In general, a generic Karp-Miller proce-
dure needs to work with the completion of the domain of the WSTS, in case it is not already complete.

In this section we build the completion of the transition system defined by aν-PN. In [11] it is
proved that the ideal completion4 of a poset is effective (ideals can be finitely represented, and inclusion
is decidable) whenever the poset is built up from some basic data type constructions, among which are
finite domains, with any order, and multisets of elements in adomain with effective ideal completion.
Let us see that we can build our markings using these two constructions.

The behavior ofν-PNs is invariant under≡α [19]. When working modulo≡α we can represent
markings as multisets of multisets of places, where each multiset represents the projection of the marking
over some identifier. For instance, the markingM given byM(p) = {a} andM(q) = {a, b} can be
equivalently represented by the multiset{{p, q}, {q}} inMS(MS(P )). In general, for a markingM ,
its multiset representation is given by{Ma | a ∈ Id(M)}, whereMa(p) = M(p)(a). We can also
denote the previous multiset by the expressionpq + q, wherepq represents the identifiera, which is both
in p and inq, andq represents the identifierb, which is only inq. In the following,⊑ will denote the
natural order overMS(MS(P )) (induced by the equality inP ).

Lemma 4.1. Let M1 andM2 be two markings, andM1 andM2 their multiset representation. Then we
haveM1 ⊑α M2 iff M1 ⊑M2.

4Actually, the authors work with the equivalent concept of sobrification.
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Proof:
M1 ⊑α M2 ⇔
∃ι : Id(M1)→ Id(M2) injective such thatι(M1) ⊑M2 ⇔
∃ι : Id(M1)→ Id(M2) injective such that for allp, ι(M1(p)) ⊆M2(p)⇔
∃ι : Id(M1)→ Id(M2) injective such that for allp andb = ι(a), Ma

1 (p) ≤M b
2(p)⇔

∃ι : Id(M1)→ Id(M2) injective such that for allb = ι(a), Ma
1 ⊆M b

2 ⇔M1 ⊑M2. ⊓⊔

In particular,M1 ≡α M2 iff their multiset representations coincide. Since we are interested in the
abstract treatment of pure names, our set of configurations will be just the set of finite multisets of finite
multisets of places5.

Next we defineω-markings, the analogous concept of the classicalω-markings of P/T nets in the
case ofν-PN. We use a terminology inspired by the Simple Regular Expressions of [3]. We denote by
Nω the setN ∪ {ω}, and extend the natural order and the usual arithmetic toNω. Next we will consider
a fixed enumeration of the places of the net,P = {p1, ..., pn}.

Definition 4.1. A productis an expressionpi1
1 · · · p

in
n with i1, ..., in ∈ Nω. A sumis an expression of the

form E1 + ... + Em, where eachEi is a product. Anω-markingis an expressionA+∞(B), withA and
B sums.

Intuitively, ω-markings are markings (modulo≡α) in which some identifiers may appear an un-
bounded number of times, and also an unbounded number of different identifiers may appear. Notice
that each product corresponds to an ordinaryω-marking of a P/T net. For instance, theω-marking
pqω + ∞(pω) represents the marking in which an identifier appears once inp and infinitely often in
q, and infinitely many other different identifiers appear infinitely often in p. We will say a product
pi1
1 · · · p

in
n is bounded ifij 6= ω for everyj. Clearly, plain markings are a particular class ofω-markings,

those in whichB is the empty sum and all the products inA are bounded. Sometimes, for anω-marking
M = A+∞(B) we will refer toA as the bounded part ofM and toB as the unbounded part ofM.

We denote by∅ the empty sum, and we will simply writeA instead ofA+∞(∅) and∞(B) instead
of ∅+∞(B). We will often omit placesp with a null exponent, and expand exponential factors, writing
for instanceqq instead ofp0q2 (assumingP = {p, q}).

We define|pi1
1 · · · p

in
n |ω = |{k | ik = ω}|, and(pi1

1 · · · p
in
n )ω = pj1

1 · · · p
jn
n , wherejk = 0 if ik = 0,

andjk = ω otherwise (e.g.,(ppqω)ω = pωqω). Given two productsE1 = pi1
1 · · · p

in
n andE2 = pj1

1 · · · p
jn
n

we takeE1 ⊑ E2 ⇔ ik ≤ jk for all k ∈ {1, ..., n}, and we defineE1 ⊕ E2 = pi1+j1
1 · · · pin+jn

n , and
wheneverE2 ⊑ E1, E1 ⊖ E2 = pi1−j1

1 · · · pin−jn
n , providedjk 6= ω for all k ∈ {1, ..., n}. Finally,

(A+∞(B)) + (A′ +∞(B′)) is theω-marking(A+A′) +∞(B + B′).
Let us now define the order betweenω-markings, that extends the natural one for markings.

Definition 4.2. Given twoω-markingsM = E1 + ... + Em +∞(Em+1 + ... + Ek) andM′ = E′
1 +

... + E′
m′ +∞(Em′+1 + ... + Ek′) we defineM⊑M′ if there isι : {1, ..., k} → {1, ..., k′} such that:

• If ι(i) = ι(j) andι(j) ≤ m′ theni = j (it is partially injective),

• If i > m thenι(i) > m′,

5Notice that MS(P ) is isomorphic toN
|P |, so that alternatively we could have consideredMS(N|P |) instead of

MS(MS(P )).
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• Ei ⊑ Eι(i) for all i ∈ {1, ..., k}.

As for multisets, we use a mappingι to specify which product ofM′ is used to bound each product
inM. Products in the bounded part ofM can be mapped to products in the bounded or in the unbounded
part ofM′, though products in the unbounded part ofM can only be mapped to products that are also
in the unbounded part ofM′. Intuitively, infinitely many copies of a product can only bebounded by an
infinite number of products. Products in the bounded part ofM′ can only be used once to bound products
inM, while this is not the case for products in the unbounded part. Alternatively, we could have defined
A+∞(B) ⊑ A′ +∞(B′) if we can splitA intoA1 andA2 so that6 A1 ⊑ A

′,A2 ≤
∀
∃ B

′, andB ≤∀
∃ B

′.
The products inA1 are mapped to the bounded part, while the ones inA2 and inB are mapped to the
unbounded part. Notice that, in this case, we are using the order≤∀

∃ since, intuitively, we have infinitely
many copies of the products inB′, so that we can choose any of them to bound as many sums as needed,
so that the mapping needs not be injective. For instance, it holds p + q + qq +∞(q) ⊑ pq +∞(qq)
becausep ⊑ pq, q + qq ≤∀

∃ qq andq ≤∀
∃ qq.

We take≡ as⊑ ∩ ⊒ and identifyω-markings up to≡. We take asω-Markings the set ofω-markings
identified up to≡. As for plain markings, we will also use the notation⊑ι. When there is no confusion,
we will write ι(Ei) instead ofEι(i). For instance,p+qq+∞(q) ⊑ι p+∞(qq) with ι(p) = p, ι(qq) = qq
andι(q) = qq. The following equivalences will be used along the rest of the paper.

Lemma 4.2. Let E1 ⊑ E2.

• E1 +∞(E2) ≡ ∞(E2)

• ∞(E1 + E2) ≡ ∞(E2)

Proof:

• Clearly∞(E2) ⊑ι E1 +∞(E2) with ι(E2) = E2. Conversely,E1 +∞(E2) ⊑ι ∞(E2) with
ι(1) = ι(2) = 2. The first two conditions in Def. 4.2 are trivially satisfied because both1 and2
are mapped to the unbounded part. The other condition holds by hypothesis.

• Clearly,∞(E2) ⊑ ∞(E1 + E2). Conversely,ι(1) = ι(2) = 2 satisfies the three conditions. In
particular,E1 ⊑ Eι(1) = E2 by hypothesis, and triviallyE2 ⊑ Eι(2) = E2.

⊓⊔

Thus, for instance we have thatp+ q +∞(pq) ≡ ∞(pq) ≡ ∞(p+ q +pq). Thoughω-markings can
be intuitively seen as markings in which some identifiers appear infinitely often, and in which an infinite
number of different identifiers can appear, technically they represent sets of markings, those bounded by
them as expressed by their denotations.

Definition 4.3. The denotation of a productE = pk1

1 · · · p
kn
n is the set of multisets of placesJEK =

{A ∈ MS(P ) | A(pi) ≤ ki for all i = 1, ..., n}. The denotation of a sumA =
∑m

i=1 Ei is given
by JAK = {{Ai | Ai ∈ JEiK, i ∈ I} | I ⊆ {1, ...,m}}. We define thedenotation of anω-marking
M = A+∞(B) as the set of markingsJMK = {M +

∑k
i=1 Mi | k ≥ 0,M ∈ JAK,Mi ∈ JBK}.

6Abusing notation, we are considering sums to be multisets ofproducts.
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Take theω-markingpq +∞(qq). The denotation ofpq is the set{∅, p, q, pq}, andJqqK = {∅, q, qq}.
Thus,Jpq +∞(qq)K is the set of markings of the formM + q + ... + q

︸ ︷︷ ︸

n1

+ qq + ... + qq
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n2

with n1, n2 ≥ 0

andM ∈ JpqK. Notice thatJMK is a downward closed and directed set, that is, an ideal.
With these notations we can effectively represent the completion ofMS(MS(P )), as proved next.

Proposition 4.1. The ideal completion of the poset(MS(MS(P )),⊑) can be effectively represented
as(ω-Markings,⊑).

Proof:
It is enough to consider that in our caseω-markings are a friendly presentation of the⊛-products of
⊛-products inP , which according to [11, Theorem 5.3] is the ideal completion ofMS(MS(P )). ⊓⊔

In particular, given twoω-markingsM1 andM2 it holds thatM1 ⊑ M2 ⇔ JM1K ⊆ JM2K, so
that(ω-Markings,⊑) is a continuous dcpo.

Now we need to lift the transition relation to the completed domain ofω-markings. More precisely,
for eachω-markingM we need to effectively compute the set↓Post(JMK). First, let us introduce some
notations: Given a transitiont and a variablex, we will denote bypre t(x) the productpi1

1 · · · p
in
n , with

ik = F (pk, t)(x), andpost t(x) = pi1
1 · · · p

in
n , with ik = F (t, pk)(x). In particular, the productspost t(ν),

that correspond to the special variablesν ∈ Υ, are the “fresh” products created by the transitiont. For
instance, the net in the bottom of Fig. 1 satisfiespre t(x) = p1p2, post t(x) = q1 andpost t(ν) = q2.

Definition 4.4. LetM = E1 + · · ·+ Em +∞(Em+1 + · · ·+ Ek) be anω-marking, andt a transition.
An ω-modefor t is any mappingσ : nfVar (t)→ N such that:

• If σ(x) = σ(y) andσ(y) ≤ m thenx = y, and

• pre t(x) ⊑ Eσ(x) for all x ∈ Var(t).

Then we writeM
t(σ)
→A+∞(B), whereB = Em+1 + · · · + Ek and

A =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

((Eσ(x) ⊖ pre t(x)) ⊕ post t(x)) +
∑

i/∈σ(Var(t))

Ei +
∑

ν∈fVar(t)

post t(ν)

We definePost t(M) = {M′ | M
t(σ)
→M′ for someσ}, and extend it pointwise to sets ofω-markings.

We will write σ(x) = E to denote that the productE is used by variablex in modeσ. For all
x ∈ Var(t), we will write∇t(x) = (σ(x)⊖ pre t(x))⊕ post t(x). Notice that ifν ∈ fVar(t) then∇t(ν)

is simply post t(ν). We will also writeM
t
→M′,M → M′,M

τ
→M′ andM →∗ M′ as with plain

markings, with their obvious meanings. Moreover, if the productE inM evolves toE′ inM′ we will

also writeE
t(σ)
→E′ or E → E′. With these notations,σ(x)

t(σ)
→∇t(x) holds for eachx ∈ nfVar(t).

WheneverM → M′, the unbounded part ofM andM′ coincide. However, new products may
appear in the bounded part ofM′, like those in the unbounded part ofM involved in the firing of the

transition. For instance, the net in Fig. 8 can firep+∞(q)
t2(σ)
→ p+ qq+∞(q) with σ(x) = q. Intuitively,

one of the infinitely many names inq has been chosen, and put twice inq by the transition.
Let us see that we can compute a finite representation of↓Post t(JMK). First, we rephrase the defini-

tion of firing of a transition when using the multiset representation (for more details see for instance [19]).
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M

⊑

M
′′

M

JMK

Post(M)

Post(JMK)

M
′

Figure 2. Computation ofPost(JMK)

Definition 4.5. Given a markingM = E1 + ... + Em, a mode fort is an injectionσ : nfVar (t) →
{1, ...,m}. Thent is enabled forM with modeσ if pre t(x) ⊑ Eσ(x) for all x ∈ Var(t). The reached
marking after the firing oft with modeσ is

M ′ =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

((Eσ(x) ⊖ pre t(x)) ⊕ post t(x)) +
∑

ν∈fVar(t)

post t(ν) +
∑

i/∈σ(Var(t))

Ei

Let us now see that we can usePost t(M) to compute↓Post t(JMK). For that purpose, we need the
following lemma. Moreover, we will denote just byJPost t(M)K the set

⋃

M′∈Post t(M)

JM′K.

Lemma 4.3. The following conditions hold:

• If M ∈ JMK andM
t
→M ′ then we haveM ′ ∈ JPost t(M)K.

• If M ∈ JPost t(M)K then there areM ′ ∈ JMK andM ′′ ∈ JPost t(M)K such thatM ⊑ M ′′ and

M ′ t
→M ′′.

Proof:

• LetM = E1 + ...Em +∞(Em+1 + ...Ek) andM ∈ JMK. By definition of denotation of an
ω-marking,

M = (A0
1 + ... + A0

m) + (A1
m+1 + ... + A1

k) + ...... + (Ar
m+1 + ... + Ar

k)

with Aj
i ∈ JEiK for all (i, j) ∈ I = ({1, ...,m} × {0}) ∪ ({m + 1, ..., k} × {1, ..., r}).

By hypothesis, there is a modeσ : nfVar(t) → I (injective) such thatM
t(σ)
→M ′. By definition of

firing, we have the following:

– pre t(x) ⊑ Aj
i if σ(x) = (i, j),

– M ′ =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

σ(x)=(i,j)

((Aj
i ⊖ pret(x))⊕ post t(x)) +

∑

(i,j)/∈σ(nfVar(t))

Aj
i +

∑

ν∈fVar(t)

post t(ν).

Let us define theω-modeσ̄ : nfVar(t) → {1, ..., k} asσ̄(x) = i wheneverσ(x) = (i, j), which

is such thatM
t(σ̄)
→M′ andM ′ ∈ JM′K, thus concluding the proof.
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• We useA ⊔ B, whenA and B are multisets, to denote the multiset given by(A ⊔ B)(p) =
max (A(p), B(p)). LetM = A +∞(B) with A = E1 + ... + Em andB = Em+1 + ... + Ek,

andσ : nfVar(t) → {1, ..., k} an ω-mode fort such thatM
t(σ)
→M′ andM ∈ JM′K. Then,

M′ = A′ +∞(B), where

A′ =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

((Eσ(x) ⊖ pre t(x)) ⊕ post t(x)) +
∑

i/∈σ(nfVar(t))

Ei +
∑

ν∈fVar(t)

post t(ν)

SinceM ∈ JM′K,

M =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

E′
x +

∑

i/∈σ(nfVar(t))

E′
i +

∑

ν∈fVar(t)

E′
ν +

l∑

i=1

Mi

whereE′
x ∈ J(Eσ(x) ⊖ pre t(x))⊕ post t(x)K for every x ∈ nfVar(t), E′

i ∈ JEiK for every
i /∈ σ(nfVar (t)), E′

ν ∈ Jpost t(ν)K for all ν ∈ fVar(t) andMi ∈ JBK for all i ∈ {1, ..., l}.

Let us defineEx = E′
x ⊔ post t(x) for all x ∈ Var(t), and define

M ′′ =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

Ex +
∑

i/∈σ(nfVar(t))

E′
i +

∑

ν∈fVar(t)

Eν +
∑

Mi

The markingM ′′ satisfiesM ⊑ M ′′ ∈ JM′K. Moreover, forM ′′ there isM ′ ∈ JMK such that
M ′ →M ′′. It suffices to considerE′′

x = (Ex ⊖ post t(x))⊕ pre t(x) and to take

M ′ =
∑

x∈nfVar(t)

E′′
x +

∑

i/∈σ(nfVar(t))

E′
i +

l∑

i=1

Mi

⊓⊔

The first part of the previous lemma states thatPost t(JMK) ⊆ JPost t(M)K). For a better insight of
the second part, see Fig. 2. Both allow us to prove the following result.

Proposition 4.2. ↓Post t(JMK) = JPost t(M)K

Proof:
Let us see that both inclusions hold:

⊆ Let M ∈↓ Post t(JMK). Then there isM ′ ∈ Post t(JMK) such thatM ⊑ M ′. That means

that there isM ′′ ∈ JMK such thatM ′′ t
→M ′. By applying the first result of the previous lemma,

M ′ ∈ JPost t(M)K, so that by downward-closure we conclude thatM ∈ JPost t(M)K.

⊇ Let M ∈ JPost t(M)K. By the second part of the previous lemma, there areM ′ ∈ JMK and

M ′′ ∈ JPost t(M)K such thatM ⊑ M ′′ andM ′ t
→M ′′. ThenM ′′ ∈ Post t(JMK), and therefore

M ∈↓Post t(JMK).
⊓⊔
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Figure 3. Example of construction of the sequences(ιi)
∞

i=1

Corollary 4.1. The completionN of aν-PNN is an effective complete WSTS.

Proof:
It is effective and complete by Prop. 4.1 and Prop. 4.2, so that it only remains to see that it is a WSTS. It
is well known [2] that bqos are closed under the multiset construction, and that bqos areω2-wqos [16].
Therefore, the order⊑ is anω2-wqo, and by Theorem 1 in [12], we obtain thatN is a WSTS. ⊓⊔

For a complete WSTS, and a markingM , the clover [12] of M is defined byClover(M) =
Max Lub(Cover(M )). The clover of a state is finite because our order is well. It holds that↓Clover(M) =
Lub(Cover(M)), so that the clover is a finite basis of the cover (together with all the limits). Moreover,
if N is the completion ofN = (X,→,≤) thenCoverN (M) = CoverN (M)∩X = ↓CloverN (M)∩X,
so that the clover of the completion is a basis of the cover (once we remove the limits by intersecting
with X).

Now let us see that we can apply a forward Karp-Miller algorithm to compute the clover ofN
(although, as we will see, it will not terminate in general).For that purpose, we will need to compute the
least upper bounds of all theω-markings produced in a loop, that is, we need to accelerate loops.

5. Accelerations

In the previous section we have mostly seen howν-PNs fit in the general framework of [11, 12]. In the
classic construction of the Karp-Miller tree for P/T nets, every time a transition sequenceτ such that
M

τ
→M ′ with M(p) ≤ M ′(p) for all p andM(q) < M ′(q) for someq, we know that the transition

sequenceτ can be repeated arbitrarily often, so that the number of tokens in q can be considered to be
unbounded. In other words, we can replaceM ′ by the least upper bound of the markings obtained by
repeatingτ an arbitrary number of times.

In order to translate the Karp-Miller procedure toν-PNs, we need to prove that the completion of a
ν-PN is∞-effective, meaning that we can compute the least upper bound of the markings obtained by
repeating a transition sequence, that is, that we can accelerate loops. In the previous section we have
shown how we can effectively represent the completed domains, so that the limit of an increasing chain
(and more generally, of a directed set) always exists. However, thedouble infinitenessin ω-markings
makes the task of computing those limits a non trivial one. Wenow specify what will it mean in our
setting to repeat a transition sequence.

We will discuss the case in whichτ is a single transitiont, because the general case would only
obscure the presentation. Later we will see how the general case can also be considered. Let us suppose

thatM1
t(σ1)
→ M2 andM1 ⊑ι1 M2. Intuitively, because of monotonicity we can repeat the firing of t in
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M2. However, the occurrence of a tokena in p is bounded by the occurrence ofι1(a) in p. Therefore, if
t used a tokena becauseσ1(x) = a for some variablex, then nowt must useι(a) instead, thus taking
σ2(x) = ι(a). We follow these intuitions in the next definition.

Definition 5.1. LetM1 andM2 beω-markings such thatM1
t(σ1)
→ M2 andM1 ⊑ι1 M2. We define the

sequences(σi)
∞
i=1, (Mi)

∞
i=1 and(ιi)

∞
i=1 of ω-modes,ω-markings and mappings, respectively, as follows:

• σi+1(x) = ιi(σi(x)), for i ≥ 1,

• Mi
t(σi)
→Mi+1 for i ≥ 1, and

• ιi+1(E) =







E′ if F ′t(σi)
→ E andιi(F

′)
t(σi+1)
→ E′ for F ′ inMi

E andE′ in the bounded part,

E otherwise

for i ≥ 1.

σi+1 is defined following the previous intuitions: if a variablex is first instantiated by a productE,
in the next step it is instantiated byιi(E). Mi+1 is simply obtained by lettingMi evolve with mode
σi. The definition of the mappingsιi requires further explanations. The mappingsιi map products to
products, but their definition is better understood by considering not the products themselves, but the
identifier that each product represents. Consider the left handside of the diagram in Fig. 3, wherea is
mapped tob by ι1, andb is mapped to a fresh identifierc. The definition ofι2 above simply states that
now (the product representing)b is mapped to (the product representing)c, becauseb was mapped to
c by ι1. Accordingly, sinceι1 mappedb to a fresh identifier (represented by a productE = post t(ν)
for someν ∈ Υ), ι2 must mapc to another fresh identifier (which is represented by the sameproduct
E = post t(ν)). In the same way, ifE is in the unbounded part ofMi then it is also in the unbounded
part ofMi+1, andιi+1(E) = E.

We will denote byt(σ1)
k
ι the sequencet(σ1) · · · t(σk), whereι is as above. In general, for a transition

sequenceτ we can define as above the sequences ofω-modes,ω-markings and mappings. This is because
we can always simulate the effect of the firing of a transitionsequence using some given modes with the
firing of a single transition.

Lemma 5.1. Let τ = t1(σ1)t2(σ2) be a transition sequence of aν-PN N = (P, T, F ). Then there is a

ν-PNN ′ = (P, {t̄}, F ′) such thatM1
τ
→M2 in N iff M1

t̄(σ)
→M2 in N ′ for some modeσ of t̄.

Proof:
We assume without loss of generality thatVar (t1)∩Var (t2) = ∅. Lets : Var(t2)→ Var(t1)∪Var(t2)
be defined as

s(y) =

{

x if σ1(x) = σ2(y) for somex ∈ Var(t1)

y if σ1(x) 6= σ2(y) for all x ∈ Var(t1) or y ∈ Υ

Then we defineF ′ as

F ′(p, t) = F (p, t1) + (s(F (p, t2))−̇F (t1, p))
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Figure 4. From transition sequences to transitions

F ′(t, p) = s(F (t2, p)) + (F (t1, p)−̇s(F (p, t2)))

where(A−̇B)(a) =

{

A(a)−B(a) if B(a) ≤ A(a)

0 otherwise

Then, for allx ∈ Var(t), it is enough to takeσ(x) =

{

σ1(x) if x ∈ Var(t1)

σ2(x) otherwise
⊓⊔

Now we generalize the previous result to transition sequences of an arbitrary length.

Lemma 5.2. Let τ be a transition sequence of aν-PN N = (P, T, F ). Then there is aν-PN N ′ =

(P, {t̄}, F ′) such thatM1
τ
→M2 in N if and only ifM1

t̄(σ)
→M2 in N ′ for some modeσ of t̄.

Proof:
Let τ = t1(σ1) · · · tn(σn) with n ≥ 1 be a transition sequence. We proceed by induction onn. If
n = 1 there is nothing to prove. Ifn > 1, let τ ′ = t1(σ1) · · · tn−1(σn−1). By induction there is

N ′′ = (P, t, F ′′) such thatM1
τ ′

→M2 in N if and only ifM1
t(σ′)
→M2 for someσ′. By the previous

lemma the thesis follows. ⊓⊔

We will call the netN ′ given by the previous result aτ -contractionof N . We will also writeτk
ι to

denote the transition sequencet̄(σ)kι , wheret̄(σ) is the only transition of itsτ -contraction andι is as in
Def. 5.1 . Consider for instance the net in Fig. 4 and the transition sequenceτ = t1(σ1)t2(σ2), where
σ1(x) = a, σ1(ν) = c, σ2(x) = b, σ2(y) = c andσ2(z) = a. Theτ -contraction of that net is the netN2

depicted in Fig. 5. Notice that the modesσ1 andσ2 are such thatσ1(x) = σ2(z). Accordingly, sincet1
puts onceσ1(x) in q, andt2 removesσ2(z) from q, in N2 the tokena is neither put nor removed fromq.

We are now ready to define in our setting what it means to accelerate a simple loop. The sequence
(Mi)

∞
i=1 is an increasing sequence, so that the following definition makes sense.

Definition 5.2. Let N be the completion of aν-PNN . We sayN is deterministically∞-effectiveif it is
effective and wheneverM1

τ
→M2 withM1 ⊑ι M2 we can compute

accι(M1
τ
→M2) = lub{M | M1

τn
ι→M, n > 0}

Let us see that we can compute that least upper bound. In the first place, we can compute theτ -
contraction of the net, and work with it instead. Therefore,we can always assume that we want to
accelerate a single transition. Let us consider the netsN1 andN2 in Fig. 5. Notice that both nets can fire

the runp + q
t
→p + qq, andp + q ⊑ι p + qq with ι(p) = p andι(q) = qq. However, the result of an
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Figure 5. w-accelerations and d-accelerations

acceleration in both cases is very different: forN1, every marking of the formp+qn is reachable; forN2,
every markingp+ qq + q + · · ·+ q is reachable. Intuitively, the difference between both situations is that
in N1 each product is mapped to itself (the productp evolves toι(p) = p and the productq evolves to
ι(q) = qq). However, that is not the case forN2, where the productq evolves toι(p) = p. If we consider
not products, but the identifiers they represent, then the difference becomes clearer. InN1 botha andb
are mapped to themselves byι, while in N2, a is mapped tob, andb is mapped to a fresh identifier. We
formalize the behavior ofN1 in the following definition.

Definition 5.3. We sayM1
t(σ)
→M2 is properly increasingif M1 ⊑ι M2 and for all productsE2 inM2

there are no different productsE1 andE′
1 in the bounded part ofM1 such thatE1

t(σ)
→E2 andι(E′

1) = E2.

The firingp + q
t
→p + qq is properly increasing inN1, but not inN2, because there is a productp in

p+qq, and two different products inp+q, namelyp andq, such thatp is mapped top by ι1 andq evolves
to p. However, every increasing firing can be unrolled into a properly increasing one. Indeed, consider
again the diagrams in Fig. 3. In both parts of the diagrams, there is a naturalk so that each identifier
is mapped ink steps either to itself, or to a fresh identifier. In the left handside, after two steps, botha
andb are mapped to fresh identifiers. In the right handside, afterthree steps, botha andb are mapped
to themselves, butc is mapped to a fresh identifier. This happens in general, as wewill see in the next
lemma.

Lemma 5.3. If M
t(σ)
→M′ andM⊑ι M

′ then there isk > 0 such that the firing of thēt(σ)kι -contraction
of N is properly increasing.

Proof:
It is a direct consequence of the following fact. Letι = ι0 : I0 → I1 be an injection (withI0 andI1

finite). Let us define the sequence of finite setsIi for i > 0 and the sequence of injectionsιi : Ii → Ii+1

for i > 0, so that

ιi+1(a) =

{

ιi(a) if a ∈ Ii

b /∈ I0 ∪ ... ∪ Ii+1, otherwise

Then there is a numberk such that that for alli ∈ Ik, either(ιk ◦ · · · ◦ ι1)(i) = i or i /∈ I1. Indeed,
let I0 = (I0 ∩ I1) ∪ {a1, ..., am} andI1 = (I0 ∩ I1) ∪ {b1, ..., bm}. Let us consider the permutation

ρι : I0 → I0 such thatρι(a) =

{

ι(a) if ι(a) ∈ I0

ai if ι(a) = bi

. Sinceρι is a permutation it has an order

k = o(ρι), so thatρk
ι = idI0 . Then,k satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Moreover,k can be

computed as the least common multiple of the lengths of the cycles ofρι. ⊓⊔

We call order ofι, that we will denote aso(ι), the naturalk given by the previous result, which

can be effectively computed. Moreover, we will writet̄(σ) instead oft(σ)
o(ι)
ι , when it is clear from the
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context. Clearly,accι(M1
t(σ)
→M2) = accι(M1

t(σ)k
ι→ M) for anyk > 0 so that, in particular, we can take

k = o(ι). Moreover, by Lemma 5.2 we can work with thet̄(σ)-contraction of the net instead.
As an example, consider the nets in Fig. 5. InN1 after one step each identifier can be mapped to

itself, that is,M1
t(σ)
→M2 withM1 ⊑ι M2, ι(a) = a andι(b) = b, so thato(ι) = 1. In N2 we find

the situation in the left of Fig. 3, so thato(ι) = 2. Thus, we need to consider the transition sequence
τ = t(σ)t(σ′), with σ′(x) = b andσ′(y) = σ(ν). In turn, in order to compute the acceleration we can
consider itsτ -contraction, depicted in Fig. 6.

d-acceleration.

Using properly increasing sequences has the advantage thatwhenever a productEx (with σ(x) = Ex)
evolves to someE′

x in the range ofι, then necessarilyEx ⊑ E′
x. Then, by repeating the firing oft

we will obtain products of the formEx ⊕ ∆t(x)k, for someincrement∆t(x) (which will be formally
defined later in all cases), with least upper boundEx⊕∆t(x)ω. This is the situation forN1 in Fig. 5 and

p + q
t
→p + qq, that is properly increasing. Using the previous notations, Ex = p andEy = q, so that

∆t(x) = ∅ and∆t(y) = q. Therefore,accι(p + q
t(σ)
→ p + qq) = p + qω.

w-acceleration.

However, inN2 we cannot apply the previous acceleration. In this case thet̄(σ)-contraction ofN2 is
given by the net in Fig. 6. In it, every product is mapped to a fresh one, and every marking of the form
pq+qq+q+...+q is reachable. If we take∆ι

t(x) = post t(ν1)⊖pret(x) and∆ι
t(y) = post t(ν2)⊖pret(y)

thenaccι(p + q
t(σ)
→ p + qq) = pq + qq +∞(q) ≡ post t(ν1) + post t(ν2) +∞(∆ι

t(x) + ∆ι
t(y)).

A simpler case in which a w-acceleration can be applied appears in the net in Fig. 8. The first firing

that takes place isp
t1→p + q, so thatp ⊑ι p + q with ι(p) = p. Notice that there is a fresh product,

namelyq, not in the range ofι, so that any marking of the formp + q + ... + q is reachable, and

accι(p
t1→p + q) = p +∞(q).

Following these intuitions, ifM1
t(σ)
→M2 is properly increasing we partitionnfVar(t) as follows:

Vun = {x ∈ nfVar(t) | σ(x) in the unbounded part ofM1},

Vd = {x ∈ nfVar(t) | σ(x)
t(σ)
→ ι(σ(x))},

V ν
w = {x ∈ nfVar(t) | ι(σ(x)) = post t(νx) for νx ∈ fVar(t)},

V un
w = {x ∈ nfVar(t) | ι(σ(x)) = ∇t(yx) for someyx ∈ Vun}.

Moreover, we can define two injections:hν : V ν
w → fVar (t) andhun : V un

w → Vun given by
hν(x) = νx and hun(x) = yx. Let us writeV ν

r = fVar(t) \ hν(V
ν
w ), V un

r = Vun \ hun(V un
w ),

Vw = V ν
w ∪ V un

w , Vb = Vd ∪ Vw andVr = V ν
r ∪ V un

r .
For all x ∈ Vun, σ(x) is a product in the unbounded part. For allx ∈ Vd, the productsσ(x) are

mapped to themselves byι, so that∇t(x) will be used instead in the following firing oft. They will be
responsible for d-accelerations. Productsσ(x) with x ∈ V ν

w are those mapped byι to fresh products.
Therefore,post t(νx) will be used instead in the next firing, so that it will leave some garbage that will
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a bt̄p q
x ν1ν2ν2

yν1

Figure 6. Contraction of the netN2 in Fig. 5

cause a w-acceleration. Other products of the formpost t(ν) will not be used later, those withν ∈ V ν
r ,

so that they will also contribute to the w-acceleration.
Variables inV un

w andV un
r have an effect analogous to those inV ν

w andV ν
r . Productsσ(x) with

x ∈ V un
w are mapped byι to a product∇t(yx) that has evolved from a product in the unbounded part.

As before,∇t(yx) will be used instead in the next firing, leaving again some garbage. Moreover, some
products∇t(y) that come from a product in the unbounded part (those withy ∈ V un

r ) will also remain
and contribute to the w-acceleration.

Definition 5.4. LetM1
t(σ)
→M2 be a properly increasing sequence. We define the following products,

that we will generically callincrements:

• For allx ∈ Vd, ∆t(x) is any product such thatσ(x)
t(σ)
→ σ(x)⊕∆t(x),

• For allx ∈ V ν
w , ∆ι

t(x) = post t(hν(x))⊖ pre t(x),

• For allx ∈ V un
w , ∆ι

t(x) = ∇t(hun(x))) ⊖ σ(x).

Finally, we are ready to prove the main result of this section, which determines which is the acceler-

ation of a properly increasing firingM1
t(σ)
→M2. Therefore, after this result we will be able to state the

deterministically∞-effectiveness of the completion of aν-PN.

Proposition 5.1. If M1
t(σ)
→M2 is properly increasing withM1 ⊑ι M2 then there isM such that

M1 ≡
∑

x∈Vb

σ(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +M, andaccι(M1
t(σ)
→M2) is theω-marking

∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕∆t(x)ω+∞
( ∑

x∈V ν
w

post t(x)⊕∆ι
t(x)+

∑

x∈V un
w

∇t(x)⊕∆ι
t(x)+

∑

x∈Vr

∇t(x)+
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)
)

+M′

withM′ =M+
∑

x∈V ν
w

(post t(hν(x))+
∑

x∈V un
w

(σ(x)⊕∆ι
t(x))+

∑

x∈Vw

∇t(x). Moreover, the computation

of the acceleration does not depend on the increments∆t(x) chosen.

Proof:
In the first place,M1 =

∑

x∈Vd

σ(x) +
∑

x∈Vw

σ(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +M, for someω-markingM that is

not involved in the firing oft(σ). Let us assume thatM is the emptyω-marking; otherwise, we have to
sumM to all the computedω-markings.

Let us consider the following facts:

•
∑

x∈Vd

∇t(x)⊕ k ·∆t(x) =
∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕ (k + 1) ·∆t(x),
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•
∑

x∈Vun

∇t(x) =
∑

x∈V un
w

∇t(hun(x)) +
∑

x∈V un
r

∇t(x) =
∑

x∈V un
w

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V un
r

∇t(x),

•
∑

ν∈fVar(t)

∇t(ν) =
∑

x∈V ν
w

∇t(hν(x)) +
∑

ν∈V ν
r

∇t(ν) =
∑

x∈V ν
w

pret(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

ν∈V ν
r

∇t(ν).

Let us defineRk for k ≥ 2 as follows:

∑

x∈Vw

∇t(x) + (k − 2) · (
∑

x∈V un
w

∇t(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

post t(x)⊕∆t(x)) + (k − 1) ·
∑

x∈Vr

∇t(x)

It holds that

Rk+1 = Rk +
∑

x∈V un
w

∇t(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

post t(x)⊕∆t(x)) +
∑

x∈V un
r

∇t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
r

post t(x)

Let us prove thatMk is equivalent to

∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕ (k − 1) ·∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V un
w

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

pret(x)⊕∆t(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +Rk

First we see it fork = 2. By definition of firing (see Def. 4.5)

M2 =
∑

x∈Vd

∇t(x) +
∑

x∈Vw

∇t(x) +
∑

x∈Vun

∇t(x) +
∑

ν∈fVar(t)

post t(ν) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x))

By the previous comments,

M2 =
∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V un
w

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

pre t(x)⊕∆t(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +R2

Fork > 2, and assuming thatMk−1 is equivalent to

∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕ (k − 2) ·∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V un
w

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

pre t(x)⊕∆t(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +Rk−1

it is enough to consider that it evolves to

∑

x∈Vd

∇t(x)⊕ (k−2) ·∆t(x)+
∑

x∈V un
w

∇t(x)⊕∆t(x)+
∑

x∈V ν
w

post t(x)⊕∆t(x)+∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x))+Rk−1

that, again, thanks to the previous comments, is equivalentto

∑

x∈Vd

σ(x)⊕ (k − 1) ·∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V un
w

σ(x)⊕∆t(x) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

pret(x)⊕∆t(x) +∞(
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x)) +Rk

To finish, it is enough to consider that the least upper bound of the set ofω-markings{Mk | k ≥ 2}
is indeed
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ProcedureClover(M0)
Θ← {M0}
while Post(Θ) 6⊑ Θ do

Choose fairlyM ∈ Θ, τ and ι
such thatM

τ
→M′

if M 6⊑ι M
′ then

Θ← Θ ∪ {M′}
else

Θ← Θ ∪ {accι(M
τ
→M′)}

return Max Θ

Procedurewidth-Clover(M0)
Θ← {M0}, bounded ←true
while Post(Θ) 6⊑ Θ and bounded do

Choose fairlyM ∈ Θ, τ andι such thatM
τ
→M′

if M 6⊑ι M
′ then

Θ← Θ ∪ {M′}
else
M′ ← accι(M

τ
→M′)

if x-bounded(M′) then
Θ← Θ ∪ {M′}

else
bounded ←false

return (bounded ,Max Θ)

Figure 7. Karp-Miller procedure (left) and algorithm deciding width-boundedness (right)

∑

x∈Vd

(σ(x)⊕∆t(x)ω) +
∑

x∈V ν
w

(post t(hν(x)) +
∑

x∈V un
w

(σ(x) ⊕∆ι
t(x)) +

∑

x∈Vw

∇t(x)+

∞(
∑

x∈V ν
w

(post t(x)⊕∆ι
t(x))) +

∑

x∈V un
w

(∇t(x)⊕∆ι
t(x)) +

∑

x∈Vr

∇t(x) +
∑

x∈Vun

σ(x))

The last remark is a consequence of the fact that any two different increments∆t(x) and∆′
t(x)

coincide in the places whereσ′(x) is notω. Therefore,σ(x) ⊕∆t(x)ω andσ(x) ⊕∆′
t(x)ω coincide in

every place. ⊓⊔

Corollary 5.1. The completion of aν-PN is a deterministically∞-effective (complete) WSTS.

Because it is deterministically∞-effective, it makes sense to apply the procedureClover(M0) in
the left of Fig. 7. Fairness in the choosing of the tuples(M, τ, ι) ensures that in every infinite run, every
such tuple will eventually be chosen at a later stage. We knowthat the cover is effectively representable,
so that there is a finite set ofω-markingsΘ such that↓Post∗(↓M0) =

⋃

M∈Θ
JMK.

Example 5.1. Let us see with detail how the algorithm behaves for theν-PN N2 in Fig. 5. The initial
ω-marking isM0 = p + q, that is,Θ = {M0}. The only possible mode that enablest is given by
σ1(x) = p andσ(y) = q, which produces theω-markingp + qq. Notice that:

• p + q ⊑ι1 p + qq, with ι1(p) = p andι1(q) = qq,

• the productp inM0 disappears,

• the productq inM0 evolves top,

• the productqq in p + qq is fresh.

Therefore, the firing is not properly increasing, because there is a productp in p + qq, and two different
products inM0, namelyp andq, such thatp is mapped top by ι1 andq evolves top. Actually, we are
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a at1 t2
x ν

xx

x
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q

Figure 8. dw-accelerations

exactly in the situation of the diagram in the left of Fig. 3. Therefore, we need to unroll the transition
sequencet(σ1), with contraction depicted in Fig. 6. There, the firingp + q → pq + qq can take place,
which is properly increasing. Moreover,Vd = Vun = V un

w = ∅ andV ν
w = {x, y} with hν(x) = ν1 and

hν(y) = ν2.

• ∆t(x) = post t(ν1)⊖ pret(x) = q,

• ∆t(y) = post t(ν2)⊖ pre t(y) = q,

• ∇t(x) = (σ(x)⊖ pre t(x)) ⊕ post t(x) = ∅,

• ∇t(y) = (σ(y) ⊖ pret(y))⊕ post t(y) = ∅.

Then, according to Prop. 5.1, the acceleration ispq + qq +∞(q + q) ≡ pq + qq +∞(q) = M1,
so thatΘ = {M0,M1}. Starting fromM1 we could firet(σ) with σ(x) = pq andσ(y) = qq, that
produces again theω-markingM1. We can also firet fromM1 with a different modeσ, with σ(x) = pq
andσ(y) = q, which yields theω-markingM2 = p+qq+qq+∞(q). SinceM1 6⊑ M2 no acceleration
is performed, andΘ = {M0,M1,M2}.

Let us now see what happens if we fire the transition starting fromM2. We could fire it using a mode
such thatσ(x) = p andσ(y) = qq. The corresponding firing is increasing, but not properly increasing.
As happened before, the order of the mappingι is 2, and the contraction of the unrolling is given again by
Fig. 6. The acceleration is analogous to the one obtained fromM0, and produces again theω-marking
M1.

The other way in whicht can be fired fromM2 is more interesting, namely in a modeσ with
σ(x) = p andσ(y) = q. Notice thaty is instantiated to a product in the unbounded part ofM2. Using
that mode, the firingp + qq + ∞(q) → p + qq + qq + ∞(q) can happen. Moreover, that firing is
properly increasing. Indeed,ι(p) = p, ι(qq) = qq (for both occurrences ofqq) and ι(q) = q and,
although the productι(p) = p is the result of the evolution of a product different fromp, namelyq,
that product is in the unbounded part. Now we haveVd = V ν

w = V un
r = ∅, Vun = {y}, V un

w =
{x} andV ν

r = {ν}, with hun(x) = y. Moreover,∆ι
t(x) = ∇t(x) = ∅, so that the acceleration is

(p⊕ ∅) + ∅+∞(∅ ⊕ ∅+ qq + q) + qq + qq ≡ p +∞(qq) =M3.
Similarly, fromM3 we can obtain theω-markingM4 = pq +∞(qq), thus obtaining the set of

ω-markingsΘ = {M0,M1,M2,M3,M4}. FromΘ, no otherω-marking can be obtained. Thus, the
algorithm returns the maximalω-markingM4 (becauseMi ⊑M4 for all i), so that the cover is the set
of markingsJpq +∞(qq)K. In particular, every reachable markingM has one identifiera and a (possibly
empty) set of identifiers{b1, ..., bm} such thatMa ⊆ {p, q} andM bi ⊆ {q, q}.

It is easy to see that the procedureClover(M0) does not terminate in general. Consider the net

in Fig. 8. First,p
t1→p + q and we can apply a w-acceleration as previously explained, thus obtaining

p+∞(q). Now we can fire transitiont2, p+∞(q)
t2→p+qq+∞(q). Notice thatp+∞(q) ⊑ι p+qq+∞(q)
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with ι(p) = p andι(q) = q. The algorithm could then replacep+qq+∞(q) by its accelerationp+∞(qq).
In the same way, all theω-markingsp +∞(qn) are produced by the algorithm.

We could consider yet another type of acceleration, that we could call dw-acceleration. Instead of
firing t2 again using one of the infinitely manyq’s, we could fire it usingqq. If we repeat this process,

every markingp +
m∑

i=1
qi +∞(q) becomes reachable, and their least upper bound isp +∞(qw). We will

later make more precise what we call a dw-acceleration.
It is true that dw-accelerations give a better approximation of the clover. However, they are not

enough, neither any other acceleration we could imagine, since, in general, it is not possible to compute
the clover. To prove it, we will reduce the property of depth-boundedness [20] to computability of the
clover. Intuitively, aν-PN is depth-bounded if every name in every reachable marking appears a bounded
number of times. More precisely,N is depth-bounded if there isn ∈ N such that wheneverE is a
product of a reachable marking then|E| ≤ n. In [23] we prove that depth-boundedness is undecidable
by reducing boundedness of reset nets (which is undecidable[7]) to it.

Proposition 5.2. N is depth-bounded iff every product in everyω-marking ofClover(N) is bounded.

Proof:
If N is depth-unbounded then for everyn ∈ N there isMn with a productEn such that|En| > n. Since
ν-PNs are finitely branching, by König’s lemma we can assume thatMn →

∗ Mn+1 andEn →
∗ En+1 for

eachn ∈ N. Moreover, because of the wqo property, there arei < j such thatMi ⊏ι Mj andEi ⊏ Ej.
By Lemma 5.3 there is a properly increasing unrolling ofMi →

∗ Mj , which satisfiesι(Ei) = Ej. By
Prop. 5.1,accι(Mi →

∗ Mj) contains a product of the formσ(x) ⊕∆(x)ω with ∆(x) = Ej ⊖ Ei 6= ∅.
Sinceaccι(Mi →

∗ Mj) ⊑ M for someM ∈ Clover(N) we conclude. The converse is a consequence
of the definition of the clover of a net. ⊓⊔

Thus, just by inspection of the clover of a net, we can decide whether it is depth-bounded.

Corollary 5.2. There is aν-PN for which the clover is not computable.

In particular, since Petri Data Nets [17] subsumeν-PN, there is no procedure computing the cover of
a Petri Data Net, neither for a Transfer Data Net, thus answering negatively to a question posed in [12].

6. dw-bounded nets

We have proved that the cover is not computable in general. Inthis section we identify a subclass of
ν-PN for which the cover is computable, the class of dw-bounded nets. A net is dw-bounded whenever
only a bounded number of products can grow arbitrarily. Thisboundedness property is weaker than the
property of depth-boundedness we considered before, that is, if a net is depth-bounded then it is also
dw-bounded. Moreover, we will see that, as depth-boundedness, dw-boundedness is undecidable.

We will also consider another property related to boundedness, called width-boundedness in [20].
Intuitively, a net is width-bounded if only a bounded numberof different names can appear in every
reachable marking. It is also the case that width-bounded nets are also dw-bounded. Moreover, we
will see that, unlike for depth-boundedness, we can use the generic Karp-Miller procedure (or a slight
variation) to decide width-boundedness.
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Definition 6.1. N is width-boundedif there isn ∈ N such that for all reachableM , |Id(M)| ≤ n.

Let us characterize width-boundedness in terms of theω-markings in the clover.

Proposition 6.1. A ν-PNN is width-bounded iff everyM ∈ Clover(N) if of the formA+∞(∅).

Proof:
Suppose that everyω-marking inClover(N) is of the formM = A +∞(∅). Let n be the maximum
number of products inω-markings inClover(N). Then for every reachable markingM , |Id(M)| ≤ n
and the net is width-bounded.

Conversely, suppose there is anω-markingMc = A+∞(B) andE 6= ∅ is a product ofB. For each
n ∈ N letMn =

∑n
i=1 E, which satisfiesMn ⊑Mc. By definition of cover, for eachn ∈ N there is a

reachable markingMn with n products, so that the net is width-unbounded. ⊓⊔

Let us see that the forward analysis, though non-terminating in general, can decide width-boundedness.
Let us define the predicate overω-markingswidth-bounded, given bywidth-bounded(M) iff M =
A + ∞(∅). To detect width-boundedness it is enough to stop whenever an ω-markingM such that
¬width-bounded(M) is found. In this way we can slightly modify the procedureClover, obtaining
the algorithm in the right of Fig. 7,width-Clover(M0). The modified algorithm always terminates,
returning true iff the net is width-bounded, in which case the clover is computed.

Proposition 6.2. Width-boundedness is decidable forν-PN. Moreover, ifN is a width-boundedν-PN
then its clover is computable.

Proof:
Let us see thatwidth-Clover(M0) terminates and returns true iff the net is width-bounded. IfN is
width-unbounded, since the choice is fair, it will eventually find anω-markingM, a transition sequenceτ
and a mappingι such that¬width-bounded(accι(M

τ
→M′)), and the algorithm will halt returning false,

which is correct by the previous result. IfN is width-bounded, let us see that it halts returning true. Let us
suppose that it runs forever, building an increasing setΘ of ω-markings, so thatwidth-bounded(M),
for all M ∈ Θ. By the wqo property, there is an infinite sequence(Mi) ⊆ Θ such thatMi+1 =

acc(Mi
τi→M′

i). Since we havewidth-bounded(Mi+1), the corresponding acceleration is only a d-
acceleration. By applying the notations in Prop. 5.1, we have thatVw = Vr = Vun = ∅. Therefore, there
is anm such thatMi = Ei

1 + ... + Ei
m for allMi ∈ Θ. Moreover, we can assume thatMi ⊏Mi+1

or, again by fairness, we would eventually havePost(Θ) ⊑ Θ, thus halting. Then, for eachi ∈ N, if
Mi = Ei

1 + ... + Ei
m andMi+1 = Ei+1

1 + ... + Ei+1
m , there arej andk such thatι(Ei

j) = Ei+1
k

andEi
j ⊏ Ei+1

k . SinceMi+1 = acc(Mi
τi→M′

i) and because of Prop. 5.1, ifEi
j = pe1

1 ...p
e|P |

|P | and

Ei+1
k = p

e′1
1 ...p

e′
|P |

|P | then there is anl such thatel 6= ω and e′l = ω. Then we can build the strictly

increasing sequence of naturalski =
∑m

j=1 |E
i
j |ω which should be bounded bym · |P |, thus reaching

a contradiction. To conclude, it is enough to consider that both algorithms in Fig. 7 coincide for width-
bounded nets. ⊓⊔

Let us now define dw-boundedness. The following definition isgiven using the multiset representa-
tion of markings. Therefore, the productsEi in the next definition are all bounded.
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Definition 6.2. N is dw-boundedif there areb, n ∈ N such that for every markingM reachable,M ≡
E1 + E2 + ... + En + En+1 + ... + Em, such that fori > n, Ei = pi1

1 · · · p
il
l with ij ≤ b for j = 1...l.

Intuitively, aν-PN is dw-bounded if there is a bounded amount of names that can appear as tokens an
arbitrary number of times in every reachable marking. Next we characterize dw-boundedness in terms
of ω-markings. First we prove the following lemma, that states that from an increasing sequence of
ω-markings we can always build a properly increasing one.

Lemma 6.1. Let (Mi)
∞
i=1 be an increasing sequence ofω-markings such thatMi →

∗ Mi+1 for all
i ∈ N. Then there is a properly increasing sequence(M′

i)
∞
i=1 such thatM′

i →
∗ M′

i+1 andMi ⊑ M
′
i

for all i ∈ N.

Proof:
We build such a properly increasing sequence by applying thefollowing inductive rules:

• M′
1 =M1.

• For all i ≥ 1, if Mi
τi→Mi+1, then if ti(σi) is the properly increasing contraction obtained by

Lemma 5.3 from the contraction ofτi, thenM′
i+1 is the only markingM such thatM′

i

ti(σi)
→ M.

To prove that this construction is correct it is enough to prove thatMi ⊑ M
′
i for all i ∈ N, because

in that case,ti(σi) would be fireable fromMi. Let us prove it by induction: ObviouslyM1 ⊑ M
′
1.

Now suppose thatMi−1 ⊑M
′
i−1. Then, asMi−1

ti(σi)
→ M, whereMi ⊑M, by monotonicityti(σi) is

fireable fromM′
i−1, reaching a markingM′

i, such thatMi ⊑M ⊑M
′
i. ⊓⊔

Proposition 6.3. N is dw-bounded if and only if everyω-markingM = A +∞(B) in Clover(N) is
such that all the products inB are bounded.

Proof:
SupposeN is dw-bounded and letn andb be the bounds of the definition of dw-boundedness forN . Now
suppose that one of theω-markings in its clover is of the formM = A+∞(B), with B = E1 + ...+En

and there is ani ∈ {1...n} such thatEi = pi1
1 · · · p

il
l with ik = ω for somek ∈ {1...l}. AsEi is a product

in the sumB, for eachj ∈ N, we can fire a sequence of transitions ofN from its initial marking reaching
a certain markingMj such that there exists at leastj products such that, for each of these products, there
is at least j tokens of the corresponding name in a place. Therefore, if we considerm ∈ N such that
m > n andm > b, then we have a reachable marking with m products with at least m tokens in one
place for each of these products, which is a contradiction.

Conversely, let us suppose thatN is dw-unbounded. Then, there is a sequence of reachable markings
M1,M2, ... such that for eachi ∈ N,Mi = E1 + E2 + ... + Ei + Ei+1 + ... + Ef , where for allj ≤ i,
Ej has more thani tokens. Because of the wqo property and König’s lemma, we can assume that for all
i ∈ N,Mi ⊑ Mi+1 andMi →

∗ Mi+1. Now we can apply Lemma 6.1 to this sequence, so we can
suppose that(Mi) is a properly increasing sequence. Suppose that the number of products inM1 is n
andi ≥ 2n + 1. Then, the number of products inMi with at least2n + 1 tokens in a place is greater
than2n (if there are exactly2n products, then it could be the case that every product inM1 is mapped
to a fresh product). Let us considerti(σi) the contraction of the sequence of firingsM1 →

∗Mi, which
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is properly increasing. By applying the notations in Prop. 5.1, we have thatV ν
r 6= ∅ because there is

at least one fresh product inMi which is not inhν(V ν
w ). Therefore,Vr 6= ∅ and because of Prop. 5.1,

when we accelerate the transitionti(σi), we obtain anω-marking with a product in the unbounded part,
which has at leasti tokens in a place. Therefore, if we consider the previous acceleration for alli′ ≥ i,
we obtain a sequence ofω markingsM′

1, ...,M
′
p, ... such that for eachj ∈ N,M′

j has a product in its
unbounded part with more thani tokens in a place. Therefore, the clover must contain anω-marking
with an unbounded product in its unbounded part, and we conclude. ⊓⊔

Next, we use the previous result to prove the computability of the clover for dw-boundedν-PN and
finally, the undecidability of dw-boundedness forν-PN.

Proposition 6.4. The clover is computable for dw-boundedν-PN.

Proof:
Let N be dw-bounded, and let us suppose that the procedureClover(M0) does not terminate forN .
Then there is an increasing setΘ of ω-markings ofN such thatPost(Θ) 6⊑ Θ. SinceN is dw-bounded,
the unbounded part of everyω-marking inΘ is below some sumB. By the wqo property, there is an
infinite sequence ofω-markings inΘ,M1,M2, ..., such thatMi+1 = acc(Mi

τi→M′
i). Moreover, we

can take this sequence so that from some point on all theω-markings are of the formMi = Ai +
∞(B). We assume for the sake of readability that this property holds for eachi (otherwise, we take
the corresponding subsequence). Moreover, we can assume that each product inAi is not smaller or
equal than any product inB (otherwise, they could be removed by Lemma 4.2). In that case, since
Ai +∞(B) ⊏ Ai+1 +∞(B) holds, we also haveAi ⊏ Ai+1 for all i. Then, one of the following facts
must hold:

• The number of products inAi grows arbitrarily. For eachi ∈ N, let (M i
j) be a sequence of

markings withAi = lub{M i
j | j ≥ 1}. SinceM i

j ⊑ Mi andMi ∈ Θ, by definition of cover,

there is a transition sequenceτ i
j and a markingM

i
j ∈ JM1K such thatM

i
j

τ i
j
→M i

j . By monotonicity,

M1

τ i
j
→M′i

j with M i
j ⊑M

′i
j . Let tij be the transition of theτ i

j -contraction ofN . Since the number
of products grows arbitrarily, there isi ∈ N such that for anyι : Id(M1) → Id(M i

j), some

variableνj ∈ fVar(t
i
j) is not in the range of the mappinghν induced byι. For eachj we fix some

ιj and consider the properly increasing sequence given by Lemma 5.3. By construction,νj ∈ Vr

andEj = ∇(νj) = post(νj) is a product not less or equal than any product inB. By Prop. 5.1 the
corresponding acceleration addsEj to the unbounded part. By fairness for anyj the acceleration
that addsEj to the unbounded part will eventually be performed by the algorithm. SinceEj

converges to a product not belowB (because the number of products is now fixed) we reach a
contradiction with the fact that the unbounded part of everyω-marking obtained byClover(M0)
is below or equal toB.

• For all j > i there is ak > j such thatAk−1 = E1 + ... + En andAk = E′
1 + ... + E′

n, with

El ⊑ E′
l for l < n and there arem, t such thatEm = pe1

1 . . . p
ef

f , E′
m = p

e′
1

1 . . . p
e′
f

f , t < f , et 6= ω
ande′t = ω. Therefore we have an increasing amount of exponents in the products ofA set toω
so we have an increasing unbounded sum of products inA, which is not possible, as we saw in the
proof of Prop. 6.2.
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Figure 9. From P/T nets to depth-boundedν-PN

Therefore, we reach a contradiction in both cases, so that the procedureClover(M0) must terminate.
⊓⊔

As a consequence of the previous proposition we have the following result:

Proposition 6.5. dw-boundedness is undecidable forν-PN.

Proof:
We reduce depth-boundedness, which is undecidable [23], todw-boundedness. LetN be aν-PN and
let us suppose we can decide ifN is dw-bounded. IfN is dw-bounded then by the previous result we
can compute its clover, which gives us the answer to the depth-boundedness problem (Prop. 5.2). On the
contrary, ifN is dw-unbounded then it is also depth-unbounded. ⊓⊔

Summing up, the cover is computable for width, depth and dw-bounded nets, though only the first
property can be decided. Moreover, as one could expect, its computation has non primitive recursive
complexity.

Proposition 6.6. The computation of the cover has non primitive recursive complexity for width-, depth-
and dw-boundedν-PN.

Proof:
P/T nets are in particular width-boundedν-PN, so that the complexity of the decision procedure for
width-boundedness and for the computation of the cover for width-boundedν-PN is non primitive re-
cursive [8]. Since width-boundedν-PN are dw-bounded, so is for dw-bounded nets. The case of depth-
boundedν-PN is not so straightforward, since P/T nets are not depth-boundedν-PN in general (only
if they are bounded). However, given a P/T netN we can build in polynomial time a depth-bounded
ν-PN N ′, so that the cover ofN can be computed in polynomial time from the cover ofN ′. Let N =
(P, T, F,M0) be a P/T net, and letxp ∈ Var \Υ andνp ∈ Υ be different variables for eachp ∈ P (that
is, xp 6= xq andνp 6= νq for p 6= q). We buildN ′ = (P, T, F ′,M ′

0) (see Fig. 9), whereF ′(p, t) = {xp}
if (p, t) ∈ F , andF ′(p, t) = ∅, otherwise;F ′(t, p) = {νp} if (t, p) ∈ F , andF ′(t, p) = ∅, otherwise.
For the initial marking, we buildM ′

0 by replacing each token inM0 by a different identifier. Notice
that |Ma

0 | = 1 for eacha ∈ Id(M0). Moreover, by construction this invariant holds in every reachable
marking. Therefore,N ′ is depth-bounded. LetClover(N ′) = {M1, ...,Mk}. By construction ofN ′,
eachMi is of the formpi

1 + ... + pi
ki

+∞(qi
1 + ... + qi

li
). Then,Clover(N) = {M1, ...,Mk}, where

Mi = pi
1...p

i
ki

(qi
1...q

i
li
)w. ⊓⊔

dw-accelerations and non-determinism.

Let us now make precise what we meant in the previous section by dw-accelerations.
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Figure 10. Accelerations and non-determinism

Proposition 6.7. LetM0 andM1 be two sums. Ifacc(M0
t
→M1) = A+∞(B) andA′+∞(M0) ⊑M

for someM ∈ Clover(N) then there existsM′ ∈ Clover(N) such thatA′ +∞(A+ B) ⊑M′

Proof:
LetMk be as defined in Def. 5.1 starting fromM0. Then,lub {Mk} = A +∞(B). Let us show that
firing t repeatedly fromA′ +∞(M0), we can reach a set of markings{M′

i | i ∈ N} with lub equal to
∞(A + B). If we fire t fromA′ +∞(M0) then we reach theω-markingM′

1 = A′ +M1 +∞(M0).
Then, if we firet two times from this newω-marking we can reachM′

2 = A′ +M2 +M1 +∞(M0).
By repeating this procedure, we reach a sequence ofω-markingsM′

i = A′+Mi +Mi−1 + . . .+M1 +
∞(M0) such thatlub({M′

i | i ∈ N}) = A′ +∞(A+ B), as we wanted to prove. ⊓⊔

Using this result we could enrich the algorithm in order to perform dw-accelerations. More precisely,
it could be modified so as to choose fairlyω-markingsM = A+∞(B), then to accelerate starting from
B (actually, we could start from any number of copies ofB) and then to add theω-marking given by the
previous result. Notice that thisω-marking can have unbounded products in the unbounded part.As an
example, let us again consider theν-PN in Fig. 8, for which we obtained after the first acceleration the

ω-markingp +∞(q). It is easy to see thatq
t2→qq, and accelerating this transition yields theω-marking

qω, so that by the previous result it is correct to add toΦ theω-markingp +∞(qω).
In Def. 5.1 and Def. 5.2 we are fixing by means of the mappingι the relation between names inM1

and names inM2. In particular, we are choosing among one of such possible relations, and forcing that
the chosen relation is kept between all the markings in the generated increasing chain. Thus, we are
removing part of the inherent non-determinism inν-PN that arises in the non-deterministic choosing of

consumed names by transitions. For instance, the net in Fig.10 can fire its only transitionp
t
→p + pp and

p ⊑ p + pp, but we can choose two different ways to map products to products, namelyι1(p) = p and
ι2(p) = pp. In the first case, the result of accelerating is theω-markingM1 = ∞(pp) (we are always
consuming the just created name), while in the second case weobtainM2 = pω +∞(p) (we are always
taking the name that appeared already in the initial marking).

If we do not impose any particular relation between the names, then at any point any token could be
chosen, so that starting from the initial marking, any marking of the formpn1 + ...+ pnk can be reached,
with least upper bound∞(pω). Therefore, any acceleration schema that does not impose any mappingι
relating names should compute∞(pω) as acceleration.

In general, if we can choose between several mappingsι1, ..., ιk, because of monotonicity, in each of
the limitsM1, ...,Mk we can again choose between those mappings. Actually, if we choose again the
mappingιi starting fromMi, the obtained marking is againMi, by definition of acceleration. However,
we could use a differentιj to accelerate starting fromMi, with i 6= j. In our previous example, we
can again accelerate starting fromM1 = ∞(pp) and fromM2 = pω +∞(p). In the case ofM1,
we reachM3 = ppp +∞(pp), andppp is obtained from one of the infinitely-manypp. If we apply a
dw-acceleration we obtain∞(pω). Moreover, this is also what we obtain if we accelerate starting from
M2.
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In the previous example we have managed to accelerate (usingdw-accelerations) without restricting
ourselves to a given mappingι. However, it remains to see that we can do it in general, that is, that we
can still accelerate any loop even if we remove the hypothesis of accelerating with respect to a given
mappingι. In this case the situation becomes much more complex. In particular, it is no longer true that
we can contract a sequence of transitions into a single equivalent transition.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have established a forward analysis forν-PNs, an extension of P/T nets with pure
name management and creation, with the goal of computing a finite basis of its cover, that is, of the set
↓Post∗(M0). For that purpose, we have applied the results and techniques developed in [11, 12] for
WSTS. We have defined a friendly presentation of the completion of aν-PN by means ofω-markings, a
natural extension of the analogous concept for P/T nets. We have seen that the transition relation, lifted
to the completion, is effective, that is, we can effectivelycompute successors. Moreover, we have seen
that if we restrict the non determinism, they are∞-effective (we can compute the least upper bounds of
the sets ofω-markings produced by simple loops). This ensures that it makes sense to apply a forward
Karp-Miller procedure. However, we have proved that such procedure cannot terminate in general, or we
could decide the property of depth-boundedness, which is undecidable. As a corollary, a finite basis of
the cover is not computable for the class of Transfer Data Nets, not even for the class of Petri Data Nets.
Nevertheless, we can slightly modify that algorithm to get aprocedure to decide width-boundedness and
to compute a finite basis of the cover of a width-bounded net.

The d-accelerations and w-accelerations in Sect. 5 appear naturally when computing the least upper
bound of simple loops. We have identified a subclass ofν-PN, namely those that are dw-bounded, for
which those accelerations are enough to compute the cover. Thus, for dw-bounded nets (a property which
is in turn undecidable) we can decide for instance the place-boundedness problem, which is undecidable
in general.

If we consider dw-accelerations, then we can also compute the cover of some dw-unbounded nets.
It would certainly be interesting to characterize the subclass ofν-PN (larger than dw-bounded nets) for
which Clover terminates. In general, it would be interesting to see if a non-deterministic version of
accelerations, in which we do not restrict the modes by the relation between the different names involved
represented by the mappingι, is computable. More precisely, it would be interesting to study the structure

of the set of markings{M | M1
tk
→M} (without restricting the modes), to see if it is a directed set, and

computing its least upper bound in that case.
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